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At the conference of the Trades and Labour Council heS 
in Durban last Easter, there was an interesting debate on a 
motion which proposed, in effect, that organised European 
labour definitely commence to organise the flative workers in 
industry. The debate revealed tnat the majority of tne 
delegates, while declaring that they were m  complete sympathy 
with "the underlying principle" were nevertheless not prepared 
to make a beginning with this task. i

"I believe", said one speaker, "that thej^ative workers 
have a perfect right to organise themselves, ana we should 
lend them all moral assistance possible." This expresses an 
attitude typical of the majority of delegates present. There 
is facile talk of "rights", of the"moraleside of the question 
and in general a sentimental viewpoint is substituted for a 
bold realistic facing of this problem -which grows daily ever 
more pressing.

The position in the baking trade throws a good deal of 
light on the question. Figures for the baking industry in the 
\/itwatersrand District show that approximately eqda} numbers 
of Europeank and Native workers are engaged in baking, but on 
deeper investigation we notice that the vast majority of the 
European employees are engaged as vanmen, in distribution, 
while the actual baking of the bread,etc, is in the hands of 
Native employees. The reason for this is obvious. The side 
of bread manufacture which the European consumers and shopkeepers 
see is the distributing side, and "public opinion" compels the 
master-bakers to employ white labour on the vans, but m  the 
unseen workshops native labour predominates.

When in March 1922 a general strike was declared, the 
European "bakers" came out with their fellow workers. But the 
strike of the "bakers" meant only that buyers had to go to the 
bakeofgates to buy bread, instead of obtaining it from the 
vans 6r shops. The $ative bakers we re not prganjised and
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naturally continued baking--br-ead *
The general''strike was a failure mainly because this 

featurefisPpEesent throughout industry. The 
white worker from Native worker makes

The gold minesfe continued producing! almolst las usual, , , 
and ’his fact alone guaranteed the collapse of the strike.
Throughout secondary industry--the unorganised Natives were use# 
by <$he bourgeoisie -as strike-breakers. ‘ A

~Xn the light of these bitter experiences, the short 
sighted attitude of the trade union leaders bewilders us nwtwiiL 
,we realise that the leadership of the European trade unions is 1 
in the hands of bureaucrats, who, like bureaucrats the world 
over, take the short view of the situatjm.

It is of course not expectec^hatrinatvidual trade u n i o n  
pe-tarires s fiD flfBLd ~ c o n s ider uhe task of protecting the interests 

of the workers in general as their own] particular concern. 
Nevertheless, the workers have a right to expect that the Trades 
and Labour Qouncil which exists for the purpose of "coordinating 
the aims and activities and promoting the interests of the 
organised workers throughout South Airica," shall take up a
realistic and not a sentimental attitude tip thi 
question

A glance at the composition of the Trades
Council repeals immediately why the Council vot
motion that may bind it to take definite steps
the masses of unorganised native workejrs. Tne
unions are affiliated on the following basis 

Typographical Union............ . • • •.......
Building Workers Industrial Union.........
Amalgamated Engineering Union*.... ........
S.A.Reduction Workers • • ’j^otai
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The total affiliation of the South African Trades and Labour 
Council is 77 , and since more than half of these 
come from the "Big Four", it is they who control the policy 
of the Council. Moreover, in printing, building, engineering, 
and reduction works, native workers are 1 
from all except unskilled work, and the 
workersin these trades have but little tc 
employment of natives as scabs.

The domination of the "Big Four" in the Council 
commits the Council to a policy founded bn tHe ‘ 1 
of the topmost layer of tne working class, the 
aristocracy of labour. The 29 medium and smsLll 
even if they voted together in a bloc, would be 
a card vote; and it is these smaller industrial 
of workers who areVin mortal danger from the use 
labour for strike oreakingy1although most of the: 
to the conference showed tnat they were oblivious of this.

Tke-retreilt I rp lnrnm nnt nf
t e x f o t t e " r n i l i ’s T b y  n a t r r v e -  w - o r k r r S 'i r s 'T C r r - a r
the dange&a. n f  l h a - a i t u a t i t u ,  dangers wl 
union bureaucrats cannot and will not see unless*the" rank 
and file of the unions are awakened. To penetrate into the
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unions, pointing out the dangers of the 
and agitating xor the inclusion of nati 
existent unions^ this is the imperative
class concious/workers in the immediate future.
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